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QUESTION 1

When a cluster member is completely powered down, how will the other member identify if there is network
connectivity? 

A. The working member will ARP for the default gateway. 

B. The working member will look for replies to traffic sent from internal hosts. 

C. The working member will automatically assume connectivity. 

D. The working member will Ping IPs in the subnet until it gets a response. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

If you need to use a Domain object in the Rule Base, where should this rule be located? 

A. No higher than the 2nd rule. 

B. The first rule in the Rule Base. 

C. The last rule before the clean up rule. 

D. The last rule after the clean up rule. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

While troubleshooting a VPN issue between your gateway and a partner site you see an entry in Smartview Tracker that
states "Info: encryption failure: Different community ID: possible NAT problem". Which of the following is the most likely
cause? 

A. You have an encryption method mismatch. 

B. Implied rules in global properties such as ICMP and DNS are set to first instead of before last. 

C. You have not created a specific rule allowing VPN traffic. 

D. You have the wrong encryption domains configured. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

ACME Corp has a cluster consisting of two 13500 appliances. As the Firewall Administrator, you notice that on an
output of top, you are seeing high CPU usage of the cores assigned as SNDs, but low CPU usage on cores assigned to
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individual fw_worker_X processes. What command should you run next to performance tune your cluster? 

A. fw ctl debug m cluster + all this will show you all the connections being processed by ClusterXL and explain the high
CPU usage on your appliance. 

B. fwaccel off this will turn off SecureXL, which is causing your SNDs to be running high in the first place. 

C. fwaccel stats s this will show you the acceleration profile of your connections and potentially why your SNDs are
running high while other cores are running low. 

D. fw tab t connections s this will show you a summary of your connections table, and allow you to determine whether
there is too much traffic traversing your firewall. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

What command would you use to view which debugs are set in your current working environment? 

A. "env" and "fw ctl debug" 

B. "cat /proc/etc" 

C. "fw ctl debug all" 

D. "export" 

Correct Answer: A 
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